We construct the CP n model on fuzzy sphere. The Bogomolny bound is saturated by (anti-)self-dual solitons and the general solutions of BPS equation have Z N +1 topological charge, where N is a cut-off spin of fuzzy sphere. The dimension of moduli space describing the BPS solution on fuzzy sphere is exactly the same as that of the commutative sphere or the (noncommutative) plane. We show that in the soliton backgrounds the number of zero modes of Dirac operator on fuzzy sphere, Atiyah-Singer index, is exactly given by the Z N +1 topological charge. All these topological properties depend only on the cut-off spin N, so the consistent commutative limit (N → ∞) is obvious.
Introduction
A noncommutative space is obtained by quantizing a given space with its symplectic structure, treating it as a phase space. In general, if the commutative space is compact, one obtains a finite dimensional matrix algebra as a noncommutative space and the total number of states is finite [1] . Also field theories can be formulated on a noncommutative space. Noncommutative field theory means that fields are defined as functions over noncommutative spaces. At the algebraic level, the fields become operators acting on a Hilbert space as a representation space of the noncommutative space. Since the noncommutative space resembles a quantized phase space, the idea of localization in ordinary field theory is lost. The notion of a point is replaced by that of a state in representation space.
Quantum field theory on a noncommutative space has been proved to be useful in understanding various physical phenomena, like as various limits of M(atrix) theory compactification [2, 3] , low energy effective field theory of D-branes with constant NeveuSchwarz B-field background [4, 5] , and quantum Hall effect [6] . Although noncommutative field theories are non-local, they appear to be highly constrained deformation of local field theory. Thus it may help understanding non-locality at short distances in quantum gravity.
The fuzzy sphere is constructed by introducing a cut-off parameter N for angular momentum of the spherical harmonics: {Ŷ lm ; l ≤ N} [7] . Thus the number of independent functions is N l=0 (2l + 1) = (N + 1)
2 . In order for this set of functions to form a closed algebra, the functions are replaced by (N + 1) × (N + 1) hermitian matrices and then the algebra on the fuzzy sphere is closed [8] . Consequently, the algebra on the fuzzy sphere becomes noncommutative. The commutative sphere is recovered for N → ∞. One of the attractive features of the fuzzy sphere is that it is covariant with respect to SO(3) like the commutative sphere.
Recently, it has been shown that the fuzzy sphere is a natural candidate for the quantum geometry due to stringy effects in the AdS/CFT duality [9] and the field theories on fuzzy sphere appear naturally from D-brane world-volume theory [10, 11] and matrix theory with some backgrounds [12] . Many efforts to construct field theories on the fuzzy sphere were also pursued in [13, 14, 15] . Interestingly, it was argued based on the SU (2) WZW model that the RR charges of spherical D2-branes are only defined modulo some integer [11] , which are U(1) charges defined on D2-brane world-volume (fuzzy sphere).
This was confirmed using K-theory calculation in [16] . We will show that the CP n model on fuzzy sphere also has the topological U(1) charges taking values in Z N +1 .
In this paper we construct the CP n model on fuzzy sphere. In section 2, the fuzzy sphere is constructed by using the noncommutative version of Hopf fibration π :
which is essentially based on the Holstein-Primakoff realization of SU(2) algebra [17] .
Based on this realization, the derivative operators on fuzzy sphere are defined. In section 3, the CP n model on fuzzy sphere is constructed. Our present construction of CP n model on the fuzzy sphere closely follows that of Berg and Lüscher [18] , in fact, the noncommutative generalization of them. It is shown in section 4 that the Bogomolny bound is saturated by (anti-)self-dual solitons and the general solutions of BPS equation have Z N +1 topological charges, where N is a cut-off spin of fuzzy sphere and the dimension of moduli space describing the BPS solution on fuzzy sphere is exactly the same as that of the commutative sphere [18] or the (noncommutative) plane [19] . In section 5 we show that in the soliton backgrounds the number of zero modes of Dirac operator on fuzzy sphere, Atiyah-Singer index, is exactly given by the Z N +1 topological charge. We address some issues related to our work in section 6. In Appendix, we explain the fuzzy spherical harmonicsŶ lm , the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of tensor products, and the Casimir operator of SU(2).
Fuzzy Sphere from Hopf Fibration
The algebra of the fuzzy sphere [7] is generated byr a satisfying the commutation relations
as well as the following condition forr a :
The noncommutative coordinates of (2.1) can be represented by the generators of the (N + 1)-dimensional irreducible representation of SU (2) r a = αL a ,
where
Since the second Casimir of SU (2) in the (N + 1)-dimensional irreducible representation is given by N(N + 2)/4, thus α and R are related by the following relation
In the α → 0 limit,r a describe commutative sphere:
Since S 2 is not parallelizable unlike S 3 ≃ SU(2), the module of derivations on S 2 is not and their communication relations are (2.12) Note that the SU(2) generators in (2.9) are invariant under the transformation 13) showing that the fiber is U(1).
The (N + 1)-dimensional irreducible representation of SU (2), denoted as H N , can be given by the following orthonormal basis 14) where |l, m is a spherical harmonics and |0 12 is the vacuum defined by a 1 |0 12 = a 2 |0 12 = 0. Let A N be operator algebra acting on the (N +1)-dimensional Hilbert space H N , which can be identified with the algebra Mat(N + 1) of the complex (N + 1) × (N + 1) matrices.
Then the integration over the fuzzy sphere is given by the trace over H N and defined by 15) where O ∈ A N .
Let's consider a scalar field Φ on the noncommutative C 2 defined by (2.8) (or on S 3 after the restriction ξ † ξ = 1) of the form [14] 
Under the U(1) gauge transformation (2.13), the above scalar field Φ transforms as 17) where
The number k classifies the equivalence classes (homotopy classes) on S 2 of Φ in (2.16) according to the (noncommutative) Hopf fibration (2.9) . In order to define the field theory on (fuzzy) S 2 , we will require the field Φ is a section on the U(1) bundle over S 2 with a definite value k along the fibre. This set will be denoted as Φ k . In section 4, we will show that this number is related to the topological charge of CP n solitons, |Q| = k. If we define an operator denoted asK 3 for later usê 18) we see that Φ k in (2.16) is an eigenfunction of this operator, namely
By the analogy from [18] ,K 3 may be identified with a derivation along the fiber, i.e.
a Killing vector along U(1) ⊂ SU (2) . For this reason we need another two derivations (tangent to S 2 ⊂ SU (2)) to form a closed SU (2) algebra. There is a unique (up to sign) choice on the generators, which is essentially based on the Holstein-Primakoff realization of SU(2) algebra [17] for two atomic spins, and they are given bŷ 20) whereK
It is straightforward to check the SU(2) algebra
Then the derivatives of an operator O are defined by the adjoint action ofK a :
We will thus identify the generatorsK a with the derivations acting on the Hopf bundle (2.9). 2 Since the coordinates of fuzzy sphere (or S 3 ) are Lie algebra elements, the derivatives on the fuzzy sphere (or SU (2) manifold) can be defined as usual as an endomorphism or an adjoint operation of Lie algebra like as (2.24) [20] . Then the Leibnitz rule should be obvious in this definition:
The reasonL a 's are not chosen as the derivations is that, for the fibration (2.9),L a 's are not proper derivative to expose topologically nontrivial field configurations sinceL a : Φ k → Φ k . In this sense,K a 's are more appropriate for our problem since they allow us to directly separate the U (1) symmetry (2.13) from SU (2).
Note that K ± operator has square-root factors such as N − a † 1 a 1 or N − a † 2 a 2 in their expressions (2.20) . Thus, in order to have a unitary representation, we should require the exponents in (2.16) have an upper bound to be m α , n α = 0, 1, · · · , N since K ± for m α , n α > N becomes anti-hermitian. (For complete operator basis and their product in A N , see Appendix.) This leads to a graded closed algebra between polynomials Φ k with respect to operator multiplication:
This will lead to an important consequence that the topological charge on the fuzzy sphere takes values in Z N +1 instead of Z.
4
As pointed out in [14] (also in [18] ), for the description of topologically nontrivial field configurations (with k = 0), the field Φ in (2.16) needs to be a mapping from H N to
However, note that, althougĥ 
CP n Model on Fuzzy Sphere
The CP n model manifold is defined by an (n + 1)-dimensional complex vector Φ = (φ 1 , φ 2 , · · · , φ n+1 ) of unit length with the equivalence relation under the overall phase rotation Φ ∼ e iθ Φ [21, 22, 23] . This complex projective space of real dimensions 2n is equivalent of the coset space U(n + 1)/U(1) × U(n).
For the purpose of manifestly SU(2) invariant action, we will not impose the condition (2.19) for a moment. Later we will describe how to naturally project the theory onto the fuzzy sphere by the restriction such as (2.19) .
Since the derivation of the field variable Φ(r a ) is given by the adjoint action ofK a as in (2.24) , the natural action for the CP n model on the fuzzy sphere turns out to be 1) with the constraint
Precisely speaking, the normalization in (3.2) means that Φ † Φ is an identity operator acting on the representation space H N . This theory has a global U(n + 1) symmetry and
which removes the degrees of freedom for an overall U(1) phase of Φ. The U(1) gauge transformation acts on the right hand side, which leaves the constraint (3.2) invariant.
This ordering of the gauge transformation is the key point which makes the whole theory work [19] .
The above action with the constraint (3.2) can be rewritten as
whereÂ a (r) is the U(1) gauge field without kinetic term and λ(r) is a Lagrange multiplier to incorporate the constraint (3.2). As there are no derivatives ofÂ a , one can solve thê
Thus Φ †D a Φ=0. Note thatD 3 Φ = 0 if we require the condition (2.19 ). This action is invariant under the local gauge transformation defined by (3.3) and
Since the field strength of the gauge fieldÂ a is defined as the curvature tensor of the (3.8) In order to solve the constraint (3.2) , it is convenient to parameterize the field as 9) where W is an (n + 1)-dimensional vector. We also introduce an (n + 1)-dimensional projection operator 10) whose kernel is a one-dimensional space generated by W vector. In terms of these field variables, the action (3.4) becomes
Then, one can check that the above action has a local scaling symmetry, W → W ∆(r), as on the (non-)commutative plane [19] . In addition, there is a still local U(1) gauge symmetry W → W e iΛ(r) .
From the field equation for ΦD 12) we can deduce 13) and the field equation becomesD
(3.14)
BPS Solitons
As in the (non-)commutative case, the CP n model on the fuzzy sphere has the Bogomolny bound. Let's consider the inequality 1) where i, j = 1, 2. Expanding this inequality we obtain 2) where the U(1) gauge invariant "topological charge" (which will be shown it is given by
3)
The Bogomolny bound of the (Euclidean) action is saturated by the configuration which satisfies the (anti-)self-dual equationŝ
The condition (4.5) is equivalent to (2.19) , which is natural since the field Φ corresponds to a section of the bundle (2.7).
In terms of W variables in (3.9) , the (anti-)self-dual equation reduces tô 6) and the topological charge can be rewritten as
Eq.(4.6) is equivalent to∇ ± W = W c(r) for an arbitrary complex function c(r). To find the (anti-)self-dual configurations, the scale and the gauge symmetries can be used to put c(r) = 0, ending with a pure "(anti-)holomorphic equation"
Using the definitions ofK ± operators in (2.20) , one can easily find the general BPS solutions satisfying (4.5) and (4.8) as 10) where k ≤ N. These solutions are eigenstates ofK 3 with the eigenvalue ±k and possess 2k(n + 1) + 2n real parameters c ± kl to specify the BPS solutions. Let's take the commutative limit, α → 0 (or N → ∞), where a 1 and a 2 become usual complex variables in C 2 . And introduce the stereographic projection of the (commutative)
sphere to the complex plane given by
5 The following formula may be useful to find explicit solutions: where the relations (2.3) and (2.10) are used. Then the solutions (4.9) and (4.10) can be rearranged into the standard form [22] in the commutative limit up to a scale factor which can be scaled away using the scale symmetry (W → W ∆):
Thus it is clear that the parameters c ± kl in (4.9) can be interpreted as the moduli of k BPS solitons on the fuzzy sphere and the dimension of moduli space of k solitons is exactly the same as that of the commutative sphere or the (noncommutative) plane.
The vacuum moduli space has 2n parameters for CP n space but, in commutative and large radius limit, they have infinite inertia due to the volume factor. For fuzzy sphere, since the volume is finite and there are only finite number of states, it is interesting to study the moduli space dynamics of solitons, including these vacuum moduli. Now let's calculate the topological charge Q defined by (4.7) for the BPS solutions (4.9) . For the configurations satisfying (4.8), we first note that Eq.(4.7) can be rewritten (4.13) for the soliton (4.9), (∇ + W = 0), and (4.14) for the anti-soliton (4.10), (∇ − W = 0). On the fuzzy sphere, the traces of total derivative in (4.13) and (4.14) are always zero because H N is of finite dimension, while, on the (noncommutative) plane, the topological charge is coming from them [19] . On the other hand, the second terms in (4.13) and (4.14) on the fuzzy sphere become 2K 3 , which gives the topological charge, while, on the (noncommutative) plane, they vanish.
As mentioned in (2.25) , the algebra of the polynomials Φ k in (2.16) satisfies Z N +1 graded algebra since the matrix algebra A N = Mat(N +1) is generated by 'fuzzy spherical harmonics'Ŷ l m , l = 0, 1, · · · , N, in which operator multiplications between them are closed [7, 8] . Also it is necessary to preserve the unitary representation of SU (2) which is of finite dimension. So we see that there is an upper bound on the topological charge |Q|, set by a cut-off spin N. In summary, the topological charge satisfying the BPS equation 15) where k ∈ Z N +1 . This result is consistent with that of recent twisted K-theory calculation in [16] . 6 Note that this result has the consistent classical limit since Z ∞ = Z.
Atiyah-Singer Index on Fuzzy Sphere
In this section we will calculate the zero modes of Dirac operator on fuzzy sphere under the BPS background defined by (4.4) and (4.5). We will show that the number of the zero modes of Dirac operator, Atiyah-Singer index, is exactly given by the Z N +1 topological charge |Q|. Thus Atiyah-Singer index theorem is still valid on fuzzy sphere at least for CP n model. (For discussions about the Atiyah-Singer index on commutative sphere in the case of gauge theory, see [24] .)
We will take a spinor field Ψ(r) as follows
where Ψ ± (r) are bosonic fields defined on the fuzzy sphere and b, b † are Grassmannian operators satisfying the following anti-commutation relations
As shown in [14] and [15] , using these anticommuting operators b and b † , the Clifford algebra appropriate for the fuzzy sphere can be constructed:
where the Gamma matrices Γ ± , Γ 3 act on a Grassmannian operator ζ = b or b † , e.g.
Γ + ζ = b{b, ζ}, etc. Then it is easy to check the Clifford algebra
and
Thanks to the last relation in (5.5), we can regard Γ 3 as the chirality operator on the fuzzy sphere. So Ψ + and Ψ − in (5.1) are the components with the chirality +1 and −1 respectively.
We define the free Dirac operator D 0 defined on the fuzzy sphere as follows
Here the operation of D 0 on the spinor Ψ is defined by
The Dirac operator (5.6) anticommutes with the chirality operator Γ 3
The chiral fields Ψ ± can be expanded on the noncommutative C 2 in the same way as
Similarly, under the U(1) gauge transformation (2.13), the chiral fields Ψ ± also transform as
Of course, in order to define the field theory on (fuzzy) S 2 , the fields Ψ ± have to be classified by their homotopy classes given by k. Now we will consider massless fermions interacting with the CP n fields satisfying (4.4) and (4.5) . The fermions Ψ are vectors in C n+1 like Φ constrained by [22] Φ † Ψ =ΨΦ = 0, (5.11)
For the purpose of manifestly SU(2) invariant action as in section 3, we will first consider the Dirac action on the fuzzy S 3 (constructed by the noncommutative C 2 generated by (2.8) with the constraint ξ † ξ = 1) and then project the theory onto the fuzzy sphere. The covariant derivative about a spinor Ψ coupled to the gauge fieldÂ a given by (3.6) is defined as follows:
The relevant Dirac action for our problem turns out to be 13) whereλ and λ are Lagrange multipliers to incorporate the constraints (5.11) .
From the equation of motion for Ψ, iDΨ + Φλ = 0, (5.14)
we can duduce 15) and the resulting Dirac equation becomes (5.16) where P is the projection operator defined by (3.10).
The above Dirac action has a global U(n + 1) symmetry and a local U(1) symmetry
, (5.17) together with the transformation (3.3). Now we will take gauge covariant projection onto the fuzzy sphere:D 18) which is equivalent to (5.19) In the projected subspace (5.18), the action is invariant with respect to the chiral transformation [15] Ψ(r) → e iαΓ 3 Ψ(r),Ψ(r) →Ψ(r)e iαΓ 3 (5.20) which is the result of the second Clifford algebra in (5.5).
The constraints in (5.11) can be solved by introducing a spinor, η(r) = η
of the form 21) where the spinor η is an unconstrained vector in C n+1 . In terms of η variables, the action (5.13) can be rewritten as
It is obvious that this action has the U(1) gauge symmetry as well as an additional symmetry given by the shift of fermions, 23) where
† is an arbitrary spinor. This shift symmetry is a fermionic partner of the scale symmetry in the bosonic action (3.11) .
The equation of motion in terms of η becomes 24) or its component form reduces to
We will solve the equation of motion (5.25) (5.27) where P W = 0 and [K − , W † ] = 0 are used.
It is easy to see that the solution of the positive chirality η + up to the shift symmetry (5.23) is given by 28) where ζ + k is a positive chirality spinor satisfying [K + , ζ
And it is also easy to check that the solution for η − with the negative chirality is given
where ζ − is an arbitrary negative chirality spinor. (Even there is no need to satisfy
However, the solution (5.30) can be gauged away using the shift symmetry (5.23) or Ψ − = P η − = 0, so there are no zero modes (up to the gauge and the shift symmetry) for negative chirality spinors under the soliton background.
Thanks to the finite volume of fuzzy sphere, the normalizability of zero modes (5.29) is automatically guaranteed. Note that k + 1 zero modes in (5.29) are not independent each other. The number of independent zero modes is so k, not k + 1. The reason is following. If we take a linear combination of these zero modes for η + to be proportional to W (there is only one such combination since we should take ζ
We have shown in section 4 that this integer number, k ∈ Z N +1 , is exactly the topological charge of background solitons. Thus we arrived at the Atiyah-Singer index theorem on fuzzy sphere although a rigorous mathematical proof is absent for noncommutative spaces. (We think that the Ktheory in [16] implies this theorem on fuzzy sphere can be defined with full mathematical foundation.)
For a spin complex, the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [25] states that
whereD is the Dirac operator for the spin complex and n ± is the number of normalizable zero modes of the Dirac operator of chirality ±1. For a monopole bundle P (S 2 , U(1)) which corresponds to our case (2.7), the expression (5.31) reads
where F = dA is the field strength of a (monopole) gauge field and the integer quantization is coming from the homotopy π 1 (U(1)) = Z [25] . In this paper, we proved the noncommutative version of (5.32):
where n − = 0 for the soliton background and the U(1) field strength F 12 is given by (3.8).
In the classical limit, i.e. N → ∞, two expressions coincide.
Discussion
In this paper we showed that the CP n model on fuzzy sphere enjoys all attractive properties in commutative space. The topological charge of the BPS solitons is in general given by a Z N +1 number and the dimension of moduli space is exactly the same as the commutative case. Moreover, the number of normalizable zero modes in the presence of the soliton backgrounds is exactly given by Z N +1 topological charge, thus the Atiyah-Singer index theorem remains valid even for fuzzy sphere, although it's validity for the other noncommutative spaces is not so obvious. All these topological properties depend only on a cut-off spin N, so the consistent commutative limit is obvious. This is in contrast to the recent results in [26] claiming that the U(1) monopole charge is not integer for the fuzzy sphere at finite cut-off N. An further investigation on the difference between their case and ours should be interesting.
The outstanding properties of (supersymmetric) CP n model with quarks are asymptotic freedom, confinement of quarks, and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, which are very similar to QCD 4 [22, 23] . Since the CP n model can be 1/n expanded, all these properties can be explored based on the 1/n expansion. A natural way to couple quarks to CP n fields is to introduce the supersymmetric CP n model. The CP n model on noncommutative spaces presented here and in [19] can be generalized to the supersymmetric model. It is interesting to study low-energy dynamics of quarks in the context of supersymmetric CP n model on noncommutative spaces (plane and sphere) since it is more similar to QCD 4 due to the non-Abelian nature from noncommutative space. As indicated in section 5, axial anomaly and related U(1) A problem can also be studied along this line.
The (noncommutative) CP n model can be understood as a formal limit of (noncommutative) Maxwell-Higgs theory,
namely, λ → ∞ and g 2 → ∞. Thus this theory defined on fuzzy sphere may also enjoy the same properties as the CP n model even though the dynamics of gauge fields is considered, since the K-theory in [16] just topologically classifies the U(1) bundle, i.e. Hopf bundle, on fuzzy sphere. This model, more generally, Maxwell-Chern-Simons-Higgs theory on fuzzy sphere, can be of interest itself since it is related to the world-volume theory of spherical D2-branes formed by the bound state of N D0-branes [10] .
It would be desirable to extend the analysis in this paper to four-dimensional case, especially instantons on fuzzy S 4 . On fuzzy S 4 , U(1) instanton solutions may be well defined where small instanton singularities are resolved like the noncommutative R 4 [27] and the topological properties of instanton solutions may appear with more elegant structures. It may be helpful to figure out the subtle issues in the instanton solutions of noncommutative Yang-Mills theory such as a quandary pointed out in [28] where the instanton numbers depend on the moduli.
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Appendix

A Fuzzy Spherical Harmonics
First we will briefly review quantum mechanics on the addition of angular momentum in order to fix the notations and to illustrate how to generalize it to fuzzy spherical harmonics. We find the most useful reference on this is [29] .
The space Fun(S 2 ) of functions on S 2 is spanned by spherical harmonics
where J runs through all integer spins. A product of any two spherical harmonics is again a function on S 2 and hence it can be written as a linear combination of spherical harmonics,
with C IJK lmn denoting the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of su (2) . The explicit form of structure constants c IJK = C IJK 000 is given by [29] c IJK = 0, if I + J + K = 2g + 1,
where g is a positive integer.
The spherical harmonics Y J m form multiplets with respect to the su(2) action on Fun(S 2 ). More generally, the direct product of two irreducible tensors M 
The inverse relation is
The fuzzy sphere is constructed replacing the algebra of function on S 2 , Fun(S 2 ), by the noncommutative algebra taken in an irreducible representation of SU (2). This is full matrix algebra Mat(N+1) which is generated by the fuzzy spherical harmonicsŶ The derivative ofÂ ∈ Mat(N + 1) is defined by the adjoint action ofŜ a ∈ su(2)
The commutators in (A.8) can be calculated by the following commutation relations [29] [Ŝ µ ,Ŷ
The Laplacian on the fuzzy sphere is given bŷ Furthermore they satisfy the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition (A.11) and (A.12). Thus, using these relations, the Casimir operator ofK as in (A.10) can be calculated based on these basis:
[K a , [K a ,Ŷ 
